
Vosonos LLC Releases Interactive Minds: The Solar System
The first release in a series of interactive science books

Austin, Texas - December 4, 2012 - The first app in a planned series of interactive 
science book apps has been released by Vosonos LLC.  The series, called Interactive 
Minds, starts with an in-depth look at the Solar System aimed at 8 to 12 year olds.

Through the benefits of its electronic 
medium, Interactive Minds: The Solar 
System goes beyond just showing images 
and facts.  Hard to visualize concepts are 
displayed in a hands-on manner.  For 
example, instead of using text to explain 
that Jupiter has a diameter more than 10 
times greater than the Earth, the app allows 
children to visually compare the size of the 
Earth to that of Jupiter.

The developer, Stephanie Hoover, 
explained the guiding principles behind the 

app stating "I wanted to make a truly interactive science book, not a static book 
converted into digital form where the only interaction is swiping pages.  This app is laid 
out like a book, but with many embedded videos, panoramas, and simulations to 
reinforce the content on the respective page.  In the digital realm it is time to take books 
to a new level."

There are 44 pages of content from cover to cover with nested pages to explain the 
planets and their moons in greater detail.  General topics such as gravity, planetary 
seasons, and space exploration are also discussed.

Device Requirements:
- Requires iPad with iOS 4.2 or later
- 18.5 MB

Available in the App Store: https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/interactive-minds-solar-
system/id578659268?mt=8&ign-mpt=uo%3D4

About Vosonos LLC
Vosonos LLC is a one person independent firm specializing in iOS apps and website 
development.  The company is planning to release multiple interactive science book 
apps for the iPad in a series called Interactive Minds.  The first of these apps, 
Interactive Minds: The Solar System, was released on the App Store in November 2012.  
For more information about Vosonos LLC visit http://vosonos.net.

Contact:
Stephanie Hoover
stephanie.hoover@vosonos.net
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###

iPad is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark 
of Apple Inc. IOS is a trademark or registered trademark of Cisco in the U.S. and other countries and is 
used under license.


